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accents  |  mirrors at a G lance

wall mirrors at a Glance
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tall mirrors ........................................pg 773

Cheval mirrors ..................................pg 774

floor mirrors ....................................pg 776

rectangle mirrors ............................pg 766

round mirrors  .................................pg 768

uniquely-shaped mirrors ...............pg 770

NEW 
FRAMELESS

MIRRORS

Look for this icon!
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Item # Description Width Height

a 8641 mirror 33.50” 45.50”

B 900696 mirror 31.50” 43.50”

C 901701 mirror 30.50” 42.50”

d 901702 mirror 30.50” 42.50”

Item # Description Width Height

e 901737 mirror 40.00” 40.00”

f 901739 mirror 33.00” 45.00”

g 901742 mirror 47.25” 47.25”

h 901744 mirror 31.50” 47.25”

   Finish    Style

antique 
silver Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

Brown Td traditional

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

BlaCk Cn Contemporary

modern accent mirror with a high 

gloss black frame.

this 3-d mirrored frame is sure to 

create a focal point and bring visual 

interest to any room.

decorative accent mirror in a rich 

brown finish is perfect for any 

traditional styled home.

square accent mirror features 

detailed silver raised droplets that 

display an elegant texture.

   Finish    Style

CappuCCino Ts transitional

   Finish    Style

BLACk/CoPPer Td traditional

   Finish    Style

silver Td traditional

   Finish    Style

BlaCk Td traditional

mirror with black frame.mirror with silver frame.mirror with black and copper frame.Beveled mirror with cappuccino 

finish frame.
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Item # Description Width Height

a 901748 mirror 30.50” 42.50”

B 901775 mirror 31.50” 47.50”

C 960600 mirror 40.00” 28.00”

Item # Description Width Height

d 901797 mirror 36.00” 24.00”

e 901798 mirror 40.00” 30.00”

f 901799 mirror 40.00” 30.00”

g 901783 mirror 35.50” 23.50”

   Finish    Style

antique 
pewter Ts transitional

   Finish    Style

gold Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

antique 
Brown Td traditional

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

add a transitional style to your 

home with this raised mosaic-

looking frame with a beveled mirror.

elegant gold frame with a scalloped 

edge and a beveled mirror will add a 

sophisticated touch to any room.

finished in antique brown, this frame 

has an antique trunk look with a 

beveled mirror.

sleek and simple frameless beveled 

mirror will bring a modern style to 

your home.

   Finish    Style

silver Td traditional

   Finish    Style

CharCoal 
mirror Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

warm toBaCCo Cs Contemporary

a decorative art piece and a mirror all in one. this easy to clean mirror features a 

slide out panel and a warm tobacco finish.

stunning rectangle mirror with a 

decorative square border made with 

charcoal smoked glass.

simple beveled mirror with a silver 

frame.

Easy to Open & C lean
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Item # Description Width Height

a 8637 mirror 30.00” 30.00”

B 900198 mirror 30.00” 30.00”

C 900208 mirror 45.00” 45.00”

d 901732 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

Item # Description Width Height

e 901792 mirror 42.00” 42.00”

f 901743 mirror 38.00” 38.00”

g 901769 mirror 47.00” 47.00”

h 901795 mirror 44.00” 44.00”

   Finish    Style

dark Brown Ts transitional

   Finish    Style

mottled silver
(frameless) Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

BLACk/GoLD Ts transitional

   Finish    Style

antique 
Brown Ts transitional

featuring a stunning greek key look 

frame in an antique brown finish, this 

mirror is perfect for any home.

Beautiful round wall mirror in black 

featuring detailed woven carvings 

and gold trim with transitional style.

this wall mirror features a mottled 

mirror frame.

round mirror in a dark brown finish 

with a unique, transitional style 

frame.

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

Bronze Td traditional

   Finish    Style

dark Bronze Td traditional

   Finish    Style

eSPreSSo/
silver Ts transitional

elegant pleated round mirror in a 

rubbed through espresso finish with 

silver inside border.

Beveled round mirror in a dark 

bronze finished frame.

Beveled round mirror in a bronze 

finished frame.

sun shape mirror with beveled edge.

A B C D
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Item # Description Width Height

a 901771 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

B 901772 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

C 901733 mirror 40.00” 40.00”

Item # Description Width Height

d 901734 mirror 51.00” 51.00”

e 901770 mirror 40.00” 40.00”

f 900699 mirror 30.00” 30.00”

BLACk/SILver Cn Contemporary silver Ts transitional pewter Td traditional

Beautiful and ornate, this accent mirror is pewter 
features carved flourishes in a scalloped shape.

large silver wall mirror with smaller mirrored 
circles around the edge. 

this mirror features interlinking loops with 
contrasting silver and high gloss black finishes.

BLACk/SILver Ts transitional antique gold Ts transitional silver Ts transitional

Unique starburst accent mirror finished in silver will 
work well in an entryway or living room.

sunburst style wall mirror in an antique gold. perfect 
for any transitional styled room.

sunburst style wall mirror in black with a silver inner 
trim. perfect for any transitional styled room.
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   Finish    Style

antique 
silver Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

silver Cn Contemporary

Item # Description Width Height

a 900178 mirror 65.50” 45.50”

B 900188 mirror 36.00” 52.00”

C 901731 mirror 45.00” 45.00”

Item # Description Width Height

d 901711 mirror 34.00” 46.00”

e 901796 mirror 46.00” 32.00”

f 901800 mirror 50.00” 36.00”

g 901801 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

   Finish    Style

Bronze Td traditional

   Finish    Style

dark Brown Ts transitional

   Finish    Style

gold Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

silver Cn Contemporary

this geometric framed mirror is 

finished in silver which easily matches 

with your existing home decor.

seashell raised frame adds a 

relaxed feel while still maintaining a 

contemporary look.

this unique framed mirror in dark 

brown can be hung horizontally or 

vertically depending on your needs!

Mirror with a bronze finish frame.

decorative sun shaped mirror in 

silver.

“Q” frame contemporary oval 

beveled mirror in an antique silver 

finish.

this triplet mirror can be a stunning addition to your home decor. finished in an 

antique bronze, this piece features three overlapping ovals with intricate detailing.

   Finish    Style

antique Bronze Td traditional
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Item # Description Width Height

a 901779 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

B 900698 mirror 32.00” 32.00”

C 901794 mirror 40.00” 40.00”

d 901793 mirror 36.00” 36.00”

Item # Description Width Height

e 901785 mirror 39.75” 39.50”

f 901786 mirror 47.75” 37.75”

g 901736 mirror 44.00” 44.00”

h 901784 mirror 40.00” 39.75”

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

antique 
silver Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

frameless Cn Contemporary

   Finish    Style

pewter Td traditional

   Finish    Style

BlaCk Td traditional

   Finish    Style

gold Td traditional

   Finish    Style

gold Td traditional

modern frameless mirror comprised 

of many small mirrored pieces to 

create a stunning look.

interlocking frameless greek key 

design will add a contemporary style 

to any room.

round mirror adorned with an 

antique silver spiral design.

modern frameless mirror comprised 

of many small mirrored pieces to 

create a stunning look.

round accent mirror with a unique 

twisted gold finished frame.

this stunning frame features a clover 

leaf shape in a gold finish with a 

beveled mirror.

Accent mirror finished in black 

features a unique quatrefoil shape.

A scrolled fleur design in a pewter 

finish will add an elegant touch to 

your home.
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frameless Cn Contemporaryframeless Cn ContemporaryBrown Cn Contemporary

Item # Description Width Height

a 901741 mirror 54.00” 54.00”

B 901745 mirror 20.00” 39.00”

C 901791 mirror 51.25” 28.75”

Item # Description Width Height

d 901787 mirror 49.25” 29.25”

e 901788 mirror 31.50” 31.50”

f 901789 mirror 47.75” 32.00”

frameless Cn Contemporary frameless Cn Contemporary frameless Cn Contemporary

this modern frameless mirror will create a unique 
visual piece in your home. 

add dimension and a stunning modern mirror to 
your home with this zig zag style frameless mirror.

add dimension and a stunning modern mirror to 
your home with this zig-zag style frameless mirror.

multiple beveled mirrors pieced within an easy to 
match brown frame. 

this multiple dimensional stacked mirror can
serve as a unique art piece or as a mirror.

unique mirror made of many rounded shapes will 
create a nice focal point on any wall.
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Tal l Mirrors

D E

Item # Description Width Height

a 8645 mirror 33.50” 75.50”

B 900671 mirror 32.25” 72.25”

C 900672 mirror 32.25” 72.25”

Item # Description Width Height

d 901746 mirror 44.00” 66.00”

e 900675 mirror 30.00” 64.00”

CappuCCino BlaCk/silver Copper/gold

BlaCk BlaCk

Beveled mirror with 

cappuccino finish frame.
A

mirror with black and silver 

frame. 
B

mirror with copper and gold 

frame.
C

Mirror with black finish 

frame.
D

Add a soft touch to any 

room with this beveled 

mirror. Frame features a 

quilted look in a black finish.

E

Helpful Tip:
Decorate using a reflective wall 

mirror to visually expand the 

appearance of a smaller room. 

A B C
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Cheval Mirrors

Cherry finish

ruBBed BlaCk BlaCk warm oak finish CappuCCino

Cherry finish oak finish Cherry finish

Item # Description Length Width Height

a 3101 Cheval mirror 23.00” 19.50” 59.00”

B 3103 Cheval mirror 23.00” 19.50” 59.00”

C 4101 Cheval mirror 23.00” 19.50” 59.00”

d 900466 Cheval mirror 23.00” 19.50” 59.00”

Item # Description Length Width Height

e 900168 Cheval mirror 29.00” 21.00” 68.00”

f 900676 Cheval mirror 18.00” 13.25” 58.00”

g 900465 Cheval mirror 25.50” 16.00” 65.00”

h 900452 Cheval mirror 17.25” 19.25” 60.00”

Cheval mirror in black 

features storage shelf at 

bottom and adjustable 

angle. Perfect for a casual 

styled room.

F

decorative cheval mirror in

a warm oak finish. Match 

this mirror with a matching 

hall tree (#900840) or 

occasional group (#702006-

702009).

G

This beautiful grand cheval

mirror is in a rubbed black

finish with a roped carving

frame inlay around the 

mirror.

E

this simple cheval mirror

features an arched top and a

cappuccino finish.

H

Oak finish cheval mirror.C

Cherry finish cheval mirror.D

Cherry finish cheval mirror.B

Cherry finish cheval mirror.A

A
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this dual-purpose cheval mirror 

and jewelry armoire is finished 

in cappuccino with red felt-lining 

inside.

Dual purposed jewelry armoire 

with areas to hang earrings, 

necklaces, bracelets and rings 

with shelving and a small drawer 

to hide valuables.

Dual purposed jewelry armoire 

with areas to hang earrings, 

necklaces, bracelets and rings 

with shelving and a small drawer 

to hide valuables.

this dual-purpose mirror and 

jewelry armoire can securely 

attach to any wall. Finished in 

cappuccino with red felt-lining 

inside.

Item # Description Length Width Height

C 901804 Jewelry Cheval 18.50” 16.75” 60.00”

d 901805 Jewelry Cheval 18.50” 16.75” 60.00”

Item # Description Length Width Height

a 901766 Jewelry Cheval 17.75” 19.00” 60.00”

B 901767 Jewelry Cheval 23.25” 4.00” 72.00”

   Features    Finish    Style

storage spaCe CappuCCino Cs Casual

   Features    Finish    Style

storage spaCe white Cs Casual

   Features    Finish    Style

storage spaCe CappuCCino Cs Casual

   Features    Finish    Style

storage spaCe CappuCCino Cs Casual
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this mirror is 

impressively scaled 

to serve as a room 

expanding accent 

or a lovely way to 

admire your look. 

this grand mirror 

features a beveled 

edge and a safety 

chain to attach to 

a wall. Comes in 

a beautiful warm 

brown finish.

antique brown 

crackle finish floor

mirror.

this large scaled 

mirror is perfect 

for big living areas, 

measuring 84 x 60 

inches.

Item # Description Length Width Height

a 8575 floor mirror --- 33.00” 75.00”

B 900468 floor mirror 42.00” 9.00” 84.00”

Item # Description Length Width Height

C 900680 mirror --- 60.00” 84.00”

84”

60”

C

A B

C
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Standing Mirrors
Cappuccino finish 

standing mirror, matches 

our Phoenix bedroom 

(#200409).

A

Walnut finish standing 

mirror, matches our Hillary 

bedroom (#200640).

B

standing mirror with clean 

lines and a modern design. 

finished in cappuccino.

C

floor mirror in a beveled

frame with a black finish.
D

Add dimension to your 

room with this floor mirror 

in a cappuccino finished 

frame. Frame features 

a multi-layered stacked 

design.

E

Elegant scroll style metal

cheval mirror in an antique

copper finish.

F

CappuCCino warm Brown CappuCCino

Item # Description Length Width Height

d 900453 floor mirror -- 28.00” 72.00”

e 900454 floor mirror -- 27.50” 72.00”

f 900531 floor mirror 27.00” 16.50” 60.25”

BlaCk CappuCCino antique Copper

Item # Description Length Width Height

a 200417 floor mirror 29.75” 1.25” 77.00”

B 200647 floor mirror 29.75” 1.25” 77.00”

C 300004 floor mirror 21.25” -- 64.00”

A B C

D E F


